Nokia software selected by DISH to safeguard 5G
network slices
-- DISH to utilize Nokia’s NetGuard suite for security automation and orchestration
DALLAS, TX and LITTLETON, Colo., April 7, 2021 – Nokia today announced that DISH has selected Nokia’s
NetGuard solution to assist with securing the United States’ first cloud-native, Open RAN-based 5G
wireless network. This partnership will enable DISH to safeguard 5G network slices, which will be
provisioned to support enterprise and wholesale customers.
Each 5G network slice can extend from the device through the radio, access, transport and core networks
to each application server, and every path can be isolated and secured. Nokia’s NetGuard Security suite
will be deployed within a cloud-native environment to provide security services through slice-specific
Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
DISH is deploying NetGuard to support the security orchestration, automation and response capabilities
needed to rapidly scale its network and intelligently assess and resolve cyber incidents with minimal
manual intervention.
DISH will support new business models with network slicing for both enterprise and wholesale customers.
Nokia’s NetGuard security operations enable DISH to efficiently and accurately respond to evolving
security threats using automated tools, extended analytics, integrated collaboration processes and an
optimized user experience.
Marc Rouanne, Chief Network Officer, DISH, said: “Secure network slicing is a key differentiator of DISH’s
5G network, and as we deliver these capabilities to our customers, we will provide a new level of security
for their services. Nokia delivers a suite of security tools needed to help our customers unleash the power
of network slicing, giving them the security, speed and control they require for their businesses.”
Raghav Sahgal, Cloud and Network Services President at Nokia, said: “Nokia is pleased to have been
selected by DISH to secure its products and services. We recognize DISH’s need to support its network
assets and customers in a fully secure way. Nokia´s NetGuard security operations solutions are built for
the new 5G architecture and to meet the performance demands of DISH’s cloud-native network.”
###
About Nokia
We create technology that helps the world act together.
As a trusted partner for critical networks, we are committed to innovation and technology leadership
across mobile, fixed and cloud networks. We create value with intellectual property and long-term
research, led by the award-winning Nokia Bell Labs.
Adhering to the highest standards of integrity and security, we help build the capabilities needed for a
more productive, sustainable and inclusive world.
About DISH
DISH Network Corporation is a connectivity company. Since 1980, it has served as a disruptive force,
driving innovation and value on behalf of consumers. Through its subsidiaries, the company provides
television entertainment and award-winning technology to millions of customers with its satellite DISH TV
and streaming SLING TV services. In 2020, the company became a nationwide U.S. wireless carrier
through the acquisition of Boost Mobile. DISH continues to innovate in wireless, building the nation's first
cloud native, OpenRAN-based 5G broadband network. DISH Network Corporation (NASDAQ: DISH) is a
Fortune 250 company.
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